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Class-3 English Literature 

Chapter-4  Creativity 

Note: Copy this work in your notebook. 

A. Write the meanings and make sentences of the same given words. 

1. creatively – Meaning: ability to do things in a different way 

        Sentence: Work should be done creatively. 

2. spill – Meaning: overfow 

              Sentence: Do not spill the soup. 

3. whipped – Meaning: beaten into a froth 

      Sentence: I whipped the cream for baking a cake. 

4. stew – Meaning: a dish cooked slowly 

       Sentence: My mother served him a bowl of vegetable stew. 

5. combo – Meaning: a combination of different foods 

    Sentence: I ordered a double pizza combo at Pizza Hut.  

6. guaranteed – Meaning: promised / assured 

                  Sentence: Your future is not guaranteed. 

7. served – Meaning: serviced 

     Sentence: My mother served delicious food today.  

8. glob – Meaning: soft lump or mass 

      Sentence: Rina made an apple glob. 

9. surprised – Meaning: amazed / astonished 

         Sentence: My grandparents surprised me on my birthday. 

 

 

10. frosted – Meaning: frozen 

        Sentence: I ate frosted ice-cream. 

11. pantry – Meaning: a small closet where food , crockery and cutlery are kept 

   Sentence: Some special trains have pantry in them. 

12. rack – Meaning: holder / shelf 
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   Sentence: My father bought a shoe rack from the market. 

13. treasure – Meaning: valuables 

         Sentence: I treasure my parents. 

14. trove – Meaning: a store of valuable things 

   Sentence: There is a trove in my kitchen. 

B. Give one word for. 

1. Ability to do things in a different way - Creatively 

2. Beaten into a froth - Whipped 

3. A dish cooked slowly - Stew 

4. A combination of different foods – Combo 

5. A small closet where food, crockery and cutlery are kept – Pantry 

6. A store of valuable things - Trove 

C. Reference to context. 

“I like to make................use the gas- stove.”  

i. What is the name of the poem? 

Ansi. The name of the poem is Creativity. 

ii. What is the main idea of this poem? 

Ansii. The main idea of this poem is that a young girl cooks fancy dishes for her family. 

iii. Which word best describes the girl’s mother? 

Ansiii. The best word that describes the girl’s mother is disciplined. 

iv. What is the writer’s purpose for writing this poem? 

Ansiv. To persuade (motivate) readers to try cooking is the writer’s purpose for writing this poem. 

NOTE: This work to be done in the book only. 
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HOMEWORK: 

1. Learn all word- meanings. 

2. Learn all give one word for. 

3. Learn all ques and answers. 

4. Write all these notes in your notebook neatly. 

5. Draw straight lines using a scale/ ruler after every answer as shown above. 

 


